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Abstract—N -variant systems protect software from attack by
executing multiple variants of a single program in parallel, check-
ing regularly that they are behaving consistently. The variants
are designed to behave identically during normal operation and
differently during an attack. When different behavior (diver-
gence) is detected, N -variant systems self-heal by either rolling
back to a safe state or restarting. Unfortunately, an attacker
can create a denial-of-service (DoS) attack from a diverging
input by using it to force an N -variant system into an endless
diverge/restart cycle. This paper describes a defense, CRISPR-
Inspired Program Resiliency (Crispy), that automatically protects
N -variant systems from such DoS attacks. Crispy mitigates DoS
attacks against N -variant systems using an automatic signature
generation technique modeled on CRISPR/Cas, the bacterial
adaptive immune system. Experiments on two webservers using
exploits developed by an independent Red Team showed Crispy
protected against 87.5% of DoS attacks with zero false positives.
Overhead was minimal and varied according to the number of
signatures maintained, which can be tailored to the threat model
and performance requirements.

Index Terms—adaptive systems, security, software systems

I. INTRODUCTION

An N -variant system consists of multiple versions of a pro-
gram which execute in parallel. These program variants behave
identically on normal (benign) inputs but, with high probabil-
ity, they behave differently—diverge—during attack [1], [2].
After divergence, the system responds automatically, either by
restarting the variants or rolling back to a previously saved
state. Thus N -variant systems can both self-protect and self-
heal [3], [4].

N -variant systems can provide effective protection for high-
availability high-assurance systems such as critical webservers,
where the need for uninterrupted service and security justifies
the overhead incurred by running multiple variants and moni-
toring them for consistency. The variant set can be constructed
so that divergence is guaranteed for certain classes of attacks,
although N -variant system designs rarely include such guar-
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antees. An exception is the Double Helix architecture, which
provides a mathematical assurance case for its transforms [5].
N -variant systems protect against and recover from many

exploits, especially those related to memory errors, but their
design leaves the system vulnerable to Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attacks. Once an attacker observes that an input causes
divergence, it is straightforward to bombard the system with
repeated identical inputs. This tactic forces the system into an
endless cycle of divergence followed by restart or rollback,
preventing it from resuming meaningful execution. This vul-
nerability is especially severe for N -variant systems because
each recovery from divergence involves significant overhead.
Given the prevalence and impact of DoS attacks, this weakness
must be addressed before N -variant systems can be deployed
as a practical self-managing cybersecurity solution.

This paper describes a technique for protecting N -variant
systems from DoS attacks. We leverage divergence as a signal
to quickly retrieve attack signatures, which can then be de-
ployed automatically and in near real-time in a running system.
This approach ensures minimal downtime when compared
to, for instance, waiting for an intrusion-detection system to
identify the attack and synthesize a signature. Our system
detects divergence with the first system call that is executed
anomalously, providing rapid and localized information for
generating accurate signatures. Our DoS defense saves inputs
that cause divergence on a blacklist and blocks any subsequent
inputs that match a signature on the blacklist. Like N -variant
systems, this process is inspired by biology: specifically, the
CRISPR/Cas adaptive immune system in bacteria, which saves
genetic snippets from infections and uses them to neutralize
pathogens [6]. Due to the parallels with CRISPR/Cas, we
named our DoS protection technique Crispy, or CRISPR-
Inspired Program Resiliency.

The main contributions of the paper include:
• A new approach to protecting N -variant systems from

DoS attacks inspired by bacteria’s CRISPR/Cas immune
system.

• Demonstration of feasibility in a working system, called
Crispy, deployed as part of the DoubleHelix variant
generation architecture with the RAVEN N -variant sys-
tem [5].



• A third-party Red Team evaluation of Crispy’s ability to
tolerate DoS attacks on a wide variety of vulnerabilities in
two webservers. They find that Crispy prevents repeated
divergences for 87.5% of the Red-Team designed attacks,
with no false positives.

• Evaluation of Crispy’s effect on server performance.
Crispy slightly increases response time in proportion to
the size of the blacklist it maintains. Throughput is not
affected.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II reviews N -variant systems briefly, focusing on the
RAVEN implementation for concreteness. Section III outlines
how CRISPR/Cas works in bacteria and describes the imple-
mentation of these ideas in Crispy. A Red Team evaluated
Crispy against a set of attacks, and Section IV reports results
and performance data. Section V describes related work.
Limitations, implications, and future work are discussed in
Section VI, and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. N -VARIANT SYSTEMS

N -variant systems are one solution to the problem of
software monoculture, in which many computers run identi-
cal versions of a program [7], [8], leaving them vulnerable
to replicated attacks. N -variant systems, as introduced by
Cox [1], consist of a single system running multiple unique
variants of the same program in parallel. The program variants
behave identically from a user’s perspective, but they are
designed to react differently to an attack. For instance, two
variants might use disjoint memory spaces. If an attacker tries
to access a particular memory address, the access will be
illegal in at least one of the variants. Even if the attacker knows
which memory space each variant is using, that knowledge will
not allow her to exploit both variants simultaneously.

The DoubleHelix binary transformations are designed to
provide guarantees and mathematical evidence based on how
the variants are constructed. The approach is to create both
“structured” and “probabilistic” variants. Structured variants
are constructed so that a property needed to effect an attack is
not satisfied by two or more executing variants. For example,
arc-injection attacks require the attacker to know the location
of the target code and effect a transfer to that code by
exploiting a vulnerability. Consider the following invariant
where PC denotes the program counter and V alidi(PC) is
true if PCi is valid executable instruction for varianti:

∀PC,¬V alid1(PC) ∨ ¬V alid2(PC) (1)

That is, every PC must be invalid in one or more of the
variants. If this invariant can be proved for two variants in
an N -variant system, arc-injection attacks are not possible.
The invariant can trivially be proved if the two variants are
constructed with disjoint code address spaces.

Probabilistic variants are constructed by randomizing vari-
ous features of the code using unique randomizations for each
variant. Techniques include: randomizing the stack layout [9],
randomizing the heap [10], randomizing data [11], etc. Al-
though these techniques do not support mathematical proofs

of non-exploitability, statistical evidence can quantify the
difficulty of performing an attack that will behave identically
on all running variants. For example, the probability that a
critical global variable will have the same location or offset
in all variants can be made vanishingly small with sufficient
entropy.

DoubleHelix uses binary rewriting techniques to create
both structured and probabilistic variants. These diversifed
binaries are run on an N -variant system known as RAVEN [5].
Together, DoubleHelix and RAVEN can defeat many attack
classes including stack-, heap-, and gadget-based attacks as
well as memory-leak attacks [9], [10], [12].
N -variant systems have proven effective against many at-

tack classes. Given an optimal combination of variants, a sys-
tem running just two variants can defeat return to libc, function
pointer overwrite, and stack-smashing attacks [13]. N -variant
systems have also thwarted information leakage [14], partial
overwrite [15], code injection [1], and code reuse attacks [16].
The attacker must devise a way to exploit vulnerabilities in
each variant, and the exploit must compromise all the variants
simultaneously or compromise them in a way that does not
affect their behavior in order to evade detection.

In addition to the program variants, an N -variant system
also contains a monitor that compares the variants’ behavior
and detects when they diverge. Many N -variant systems,
including RAVEN, define divergence as either a crash affecting
some, but not all variants, or in terms of system calls. A
variant diverges when it invokes a different system call from
the other variants, or invokes the same system call with
different arguments. Post-divergence, one or more variants
may have crashed, and others may be compromised. The
monitor terminates any remaining variants to halt the detected
attack and initiate the recovery process.

After an attack, RAVEN has two different recovery mecha-
nisms. It restarts the program (possibly with a different set of
variants), or it rolls back to a previously saved safe state and
resumes execution. In either case, the program resumes normal
operation after a brief delay. However, an observant attacker
can detect the delay and exploit the divergence by submitting
the divergence-inducing input repeatedly, leading to a DoS.
This inherent vulnerability limits the deployability of N -
variant systems, given the prevalence and cost of DoS attacks.
A survey of 254 companies across seven countries found
DoS attacks were among the most expensive cyber attacks
to resolve, second only to those caused by malicious insiders
[17]. In a 2018 international poll, 65% of senior information
technology professionals said distributed DoS attacks were
currently a very frequent threat, and 69% predicted they would
be very frequent in the next three years [18].

DoS attacks can take several forms. Volumetric or flooding
DoS attacks are the most common and perhaps best known
type [19]. As the name suggests, these attacks degrade service
by overwhelming a network with a large volume of requests
or traffic. In contrast, DoS attacks at the application layer of
the Internet exploit software vulnerabilities to slow or crash
an application. For example, two recently discovered bugs



in Apache’s webserver allow an attacker to cause a DoS by
sending specially crafted HTTP requests [20], [21]. Existing
DoS detection tools focus on spikes in traffic at the network
level, and therefore application-level DoS attacks can elude
them. Crispy protects against these DoS attacks, which are
increasing in frequency [19], [22].

To resist a DoS, N -variant systems need the ability both
to recover from divergence and to acquire immunity to the
input that caused it. In the following section, we outline
Crispy’s implementation and how it varies depending on the
N -variant system’s recovery strategy. We also show how
Crispy immunizes variants against malicious inputs in a way
that resembles the CRISPR/Cas immune system.

III. CRISPY

Crispy addresses the problem of DoS in N -variant systems
using ideas based on the bacterial immune system, which de-
tects viral infections and creates signatures from viral DNA.1

These single-celled organisms contain a CRISPR/Cas system
for adaptive immunity: learning to recognize novel pathogens
and disabling them quickly on subsequent encounters. From
a computational perspective, CRISPR/Cas systems detect in-
trusions (viruses), record intrusion signatures in their native
DNA, and use those signatures to recognize and neutralize
future intrusions.

CRISPR stands for Clustered Regularly Interspaced Palin-
dromic Repeats, referring to distinct regions of DNA within
bacterial genomes. A CRISPR array within the genome con-
sists of palindromic sequences of bases, such as GTTATTG,
and spacers. Each distinct spacer sequence is a signature
captured from the genome of a virus. The cell saves signatures
from infections by splicing them into its own DNA, using the
palindromic repeats to separate them. CRISPR arrays persist
through cell division, so the learned patterns are passed on
to daughter cells. Over time, a single cell can accumulate as
many as a few hundred such signatures, although fewer than
50 is thought to be typical [6].

Adjacent genes code for CRISPR-associated (Cas) proteins,
which transport information to and from the CRISPR array.
Some Cas proteins cut signatures out of viral DNA and paste
them into the CRISPR array. Other Cas proteins carry the
information encoded in the spacers and compare it to strands of
DNA found within the cell. If a DNA strand contains a match
to the viral signature from the spacer, the proteins sever the
DNA, preventing it from hijacking the cell to replicate itself.

Figure 1 illustrates how CRISPR/Cas records information
about infections and uses it to defend the cell. In CRISPR/Cas,
the process can be abstracted into three phases: Adaptation,
when the signature is saved from the virus and spliced into
the bacterial (host) DNA; Processing, when strands of DNA
in the bacterial cell are compared to the known signatures;
and Interference, when a viral intrusion is detected and its

1For simplicity, we refer to CRISPR/Cas as a bacterial immune system.
CRISPR/Cas systems have also been found in archaea; they respond to
infections by both viruses and plasmids, and some CRISPR/Cas systems attack
parasite RNA rather than DNA.
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Fig. 1: CRISPR/Cas adaptive immune system. When the cell
successfully defeats a novel viral infection, it saves a signature
from the viral DNA within its own genome (Adaptation). Cas
proteins copy these signatures and compare them to genetic
material within the cell (Processing). If the Cas proteins find
matching DNA, they sever it, preventing subsequent infections
by the same virus (Interference).

DNA is cut. Similarly, our Crispy implementation contains
these three phases.

A. Crispy Implementation

Crispy prevents DoS attacks using the three phases found
in the CRISPR/Cas system. Table I outlines the corre-
spondences. Crispy’s implementation consists of two func-
tions: crispy_read() and retrieve_signature().
Pseudo-code for these two functions is presented in Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2. Using library interposition, during
execution calls to read() are diverted to crispy_read(),
which implements Crispy’s Processing and Interference phases
(see Figure 2).

When divergence is detected, RAVEN invokes Crispy’s
retrieve_signature() function as part of its recovery
procedure. Function retrieve_signature() implements
the Adaptation phase (see Figure 2). Rather than inserting the



signatures directly into the variant’s code, Crispy maintains
them in a blacklist. We chose this implementation strategy
because new variants are created from the original program,
rather than through cell division, and we wanted the blacklists
to be shared easily among variants if needed.

A simple running example illustrates how Crispy self-adapts
to prevent DoS attacks. The example assumes RAVEN is
configured to take periodic snapshots of the system state using
Checkpoint/Restore in Userspace (CRIU) and to rollback to a
saved state after divergence [5], [23].

Consider the “codepointer disclosure 1” Apache attack
designed by the Red Team (attack number 3 in Table II).
In this attack, the attacker logs into a debugging console
and inputs the string “pointer\n” to disclose a code location.
Apache calls read() to copy the input from the attacker’s
socket (represented by its file descriptor) to a buffer. The
call to read() is diverted to crispy_read(). As shown
in Algorithm 1, crispy_read() then calls read() itself
(line 1). The input is compared to the blacklist (lines 2-
3). Initially, the blacklist does not contain “pointer\n” and
crispy_read() simply records the input and returns the
number of bytes read (lines 7-8) to the application as if a
normal read occurred.

Algorithm 1 crispy read()

Input: file, buffer, size
Output: number bytes read

1: bytes← read(file, buffer, size)
2: input← get contents(buffer)
3: if input in blacklist then
4: buffer ← 0× size
5: return 0
6: else
7: record input
8: return bytes
9: end if

After crispy_read() returns, the attacker’s input causes
Apache to leak information. However, RAVEN detects the
information leak because the value leaked is different in
each variant as the variants’ memory layout has been ran-
domized. When divergence is detected, RAVEN takes a
snapshot of the system’s state, invokes its recovery routine,
and loads a pre-divergence snapshot. It then calls Crispy’s
retrieve_signature() function (Algorithm 2), which
locates the most recent input in RAVEN’s post-divergence
snapshot (lines 1-2). In our example, the input is “pointer\n,”
which is added to the blacklist (line 3). When RAVEN resumes
execution, the variants have the pre-divergence state and the
updated blacklist (Adaptation) (see Figure 2).
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Fig. 2: Crispy architecture. Each variant has a Crispy module
(a shared library containing a blacklist and crispy_read()
functionality). When the variants diverge, the N -variant sys-
tem’s monitor invokes the signature retrieval procedure, which
adds the most recent malicious input to each variant’s blacklist
(Adaptation). In each variant, crispy_read() compares
incoming inputs to the blacklist (Processing), discarding inputs
that match; crispy_read() passes an empty buffer to the
variant (Interference).

Algorithm 2 retrieve signature()

Input: post− divergence snapshot, saved state
1: inputs← get inputs(post− divergence snapshot)
2: signature← get most recent(inputs)
3: update blacklist(saved state, signature)

After recovery, if the attacker repeats the attack,
crispy_read() intercepts the call, finds the input string
on the blacklist (Algorithm 1, line 3), and responds by
zeroing out the destination buffer, effectively erasing the input
(line 4). The function returns zero (zero bytes read), line
5. Apache interprets the return value as an error, closes
the attacker’s connection, and continues processing requests.
Because the variants never receive the divergence-inducing
input, the input fails to trigger a second divergence. This
resembles CRISPR/Cas’s Interference phase, in which parasite
DNA is disabled.

The simple approach of considering only the most recent
input preceding divergence was effective in our evaluation,
but could be extended, e.g., if divergence is triggered by a
sequence of inputs (see Section VI).

B. Signature generalization

A final component of the CRISPR/Cas system concerns
signature generalization, an issue that has been studied pre-
viously for computational signature generation systems [24]–
[26]. Cas proteins tolerate slight mismatches in the spacer
[27]. Equivalent functionality could be added to Crispy by



TABLE I: CRISPR/Cas and Crispy Processes for Intercepting Malicious Inputs

Step CRISPR/Cas Crispy

Adaptation Cas proteins cut and paste a signature from viral DNA into cell
DNA

Interposed read() function stores inputs to variants. When
a malicious input causes the N -variant system to diverge, an
input signature is generated and stored.

Processing Cas proteins compare DNA found within the cell to viral
signatures.

Interposed read() function checks inputs against signatures
from prior divergences.

Interference If DNA matches a viral signature, Cas proteins sever the DNA. If an input matches a signature, the interposed function ignores
the input.

generalizing the divergence-inducing bytestring. For our high-
assurance application, which generates signatures in near real-
time, the Red Team evaluation did not highlight signature gen-
eralization as a high-priority feature. Because nearly all of the
DoS attacks were defeated (Section IV-A) without signature
generalization, we opted not to implement it. Crispy’s design
is thus somewhat conservative.

Our reasoning for Crispy’s approach to signature repre-
sentation is as follows. Crispy is designed to enhance avail-
ability [4] by avoiding DoS attacks. Crispy, however, could
introduce new availability issues if it accidentally interfered
with a legitimate (non-diverging) input. This could happen if
a generalized signature introduced a false positive. Put simply,
generalizing signatures introduces a new risk that legitimate
non-diverging inputs might be blocked. Thus, we designed
Crispy to eliminate most but not all DoS attacks. A sec-
ond consideration is efficiency: many signature generalization
schemes add significant computation overhead, and we did not
want to impede RAVEN’s automated restore/restart process.
For other settings, a Crispy-like architecture with signature
generalization might be more appropriate.

C. Restart vs. Recovery

For webservers, restart is a good choice because the server is
stateless and restarting does not lose critical information. For
restart after divergence, crispy_read() records inputs in
shared memory. After the monitor detects a divergence, the
signature generator obtains the most recent input from shared
memory, creates a new signature, and adds it to a blacklist file.
When the system restarts, Crispy reads the file to initialize the
blacklist. Although some particulars may change depending
on the N -variant system and its capabilities, the basic Crispy
workflow remains the same.

For stateful applications, recovery may be more approriate.
When configured for recovery, RAVEN regularly records sys-
tem state in a CRIU snapshot [23]. After divergence, RAVEN
rolls back the variants to match the state at the last valid
snapshot. Crispy adds a few steps to this process, as outlined
in Section III-A. For some applications, forward error recovery
may be possible and desirable. In these cases, a similar
mechanism could be used to install signatures to prevent future
attacks. We generated the results in Section IV using Crispy on
recovery, showing Crispy can protect both stateful and stateless
applications.

IV. RESULTS

A. Does Crispy deter DoS attacks?

We tested Crispy’s effectiveness using a third-party Red
Team and the RAVEN N -variant system. The Red Team
customized two webservers, Apache and thttpd, with statically
linked modules containing common security weaknesses, as
defined by the Common Weakness Enumeration [28]. Then,
the Red Team created tests to simulate an attacker exploiting
one or more of the seeded weaknesses. These attacks are
described in Tables II and III. The attacker requests a persistent
connection to the server, then submits inputs that execute code
in the added modules. If the variants diverge, RAVEN has
detected the attack and stops all executing variants. RAVEN
launches the recovery process, and Crispy adds the malicious
input’s signature to each variant’s blacklist. After the variants’
states have been updated, RAVEN resumes execution.

They evaluated Crispy’s performance on the 24 attacks
shown in Tables II and III: 18 for Apache and 6 for thttpd.
They first confirmed that each variant set used in the exper-
iment would, without Crispy, always diverge on the attack
inputs. They then reran the attacks with Crispy enabled,
finding that Crispy prevented repeated divergences on 21 of
the 24 attacks or 87.5%. Figure 3 shows the performance of
Apache, with and without Crispy protection, under a simulated
DoS attack using one of these tests.

For two tests (number 16 in Table II and number 5
in Table III), Crispy failed to avoid the DoS because
it does not generalize attack signatures. Crispy generates
signatures from these attacks which differ slightly with
each divergence: for example, AC844452aaaaaaaaaaaa and
2C6F1FFDaaaaaaaaaaaa. Crispy failed to prevent another
DoS attack because the exploit used (number 4 in Table III)
does not trigger divergence immediately. The attack sets the
stage for a buffer overflow but does not directly cause an
overflow, relying on a subsequent arbitrary input to overflow
the buffer. In our testing, this occurred several minutes after
the initial input. Our current implementation assumes no lag
between an attack and the ensuing divergence. A simple n-
gram signature representation [29] could address this problem
by representing sequences of inputs as potential signatures (see
Section VI).

Finally, the Red Team provided functionality tests for the
customized Apache modules. These tests assess whether the



TABLE II: Red Team’s Apache Attacks

Attack Description Vulnerabilities Targeted by Common Weakness
Enumeration Number

Protected?

1 apr pool disclosure Leaks a pointer to the Apache memory pool CWE-125: Out-of-bounds Read, CWE-129: Improper Validation of
Array Index, CWE-200: Information Exposure, CWE-704: Incor-
rect Type Conversion or Cast

X

2 code disclosure Leaks code address space via a debug print
statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

3 codepointer
disclosure 1

Leaks pointers to code via a debug print
statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

4 codepointer
disclosure 2

Uses an Easter egg to leak pointers to code CWE-200: Information Exposure X

5 global data disclosure Reads value from an array using global off-
sets found through static analysis

CWE-125: Out-of-bounds Read, CWE-129: Improper Validation of
Array Index, CWE-200: Information Exposure, CWE-704: Incor-
rect Type Conversion or Cast

X

6 global disclosure Leaks value of global variables through a
debug print statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

7 global offset Overwrites global variable using global off-
sets found through static analysis

CWE-123: Write-what-where Condition, CWE-129: Improper Val-
idation of Array Index, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or
Cast

X

8 global overrun Uses a buffer overflow to set the value of a
block of global memory

CWE-119: Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds
of a Memory Buffer, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or Cast,
CWE-787: Out-of-bounds Write

X

9 global partial pointer
increment sidechannel

Increments a vtable pointer by 8 so each
pointer is to the next function in the vtable

CWE-123: Write-what-where Condition, CWE-129: Improper Val-
idation of Array Index, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or
Cast

X

10 global scope Overwrites a global variable by overflowing
a global array

CWE-129: Improper Validation of Array Index X

11 global scope format
string sidechannel

Corrupts a global variable using an exter-
nally controlled format string; sidechannel
leaks address of global

CWE-134: Use of Externally-Controlled Format String X

12 global
write-what-where

Exploits write-what-where condition to over-
write “userType” variable, thereby gaining
root privileges

CWE-123: Write-what-where Condition X

13 heap data sidechannel
disclosure

Uses information from sidechannel to dis-
close heap data values; similar to effect of
heartbleed vulnerability

CWE-125: Out-of-bounds Read, CWE-129: Improper Validation of
Array Index, CWE-200: Information Exposure, CWE-704: Incor-
rect Type Conversion or Cast

X

14 heap pointer
disclosure

Leaks pointer to the heap CWE-125: Out-of-bounds Read, CWE-129: Improper Validation of
Array Index, CWE-200: Information Exposure, CWE-704: Incor-
rect Type Conversion or Cast

X

15 heap to global partial
pointer increment 1

Changes a vtable pointer so that it points to
another vtable; uses 4-byte offset write-what-
where

CWE-123: Write-what-where Condition, CWE-129: Improper Val-
idation of Array Index, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or
Cast

X

16 heap to global partial
pointer increment 2

Changes a vtable pointer so that it points to
another vtable; uses 8-byte offset write-what-
where

CWE-123: Write-what-where Condition, CWE-129: Improper Val-
idation of Array Index

No

17 inter-variant
communication

Uses differences in the amount of time to
execute a loop to leak addresses between
variants

CWE-208: Information Exposure Through Timing Discrepancy X

18 uninitialized stack Uses an uninitialized variable to elevate priv-
ileges by spraying the stack with non-zero
values

CWE-457: Use of Uninitialized Variable X



TABLE III: Red Team’s thttpd Attacks

Attack Description Vulnerabilities Targeted by Common Weakness
Enumeration Number

Protected?

1 code disclosure Leaks code address space via a debug print
statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

2 codepointer
disclosure 1

Leaks pointers to code via a debug print
statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

3 global disclosure Leaks value of global variables through a
debug print statement

CWE-200: Information Exposure X

4 global overrun Uses a buffer overflow to set the value of a
block of global memory

CWE-119: Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds
of a Memory Buffer, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or Cast,
CWE-787: Out-of-bounds Write

No

5 global scope Uses a buffer overflow to set the value of a
block of global memory

CWE-119: Improper Restriction of Operations within the Bounds
of a Memory Buffer, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or Cast,
CWE-787: Out-of-bounds Write

No

6 heap flagrant
disclosure

Exploits an index overflow to leak a block
of heap memory

CWE-129: Improper Validation of Array Index, CWE-200: Infor-
mation Exposure, CWE-704: Incorrect Type Conversion or Cast

X

modules return correct output in response to benign inputs.
Running these functionality tests with Crispy enabled, using
the signatures generated by Crispy for all of the Apache
attacks, no false positives were observed.

B. Efficiency

Crispy incurs overhead at two points:
• Recovery: After divergence, Crispy must access the

recorded inputs and update the blacklist.
• Runtime: Whenever the variants call read(), the cus-

tom read() implementation checks the input against a
blacklist and, assuming the input does not match a known
malicious signature, records the input before returning.

Figure 3 shows Crispy’s performance during a DoS attack.
The DoS attack consists of the Red Team’s codepointer
disclosure 1 attack launched 200 times in succession; it lasts
approximately 12 minutes. When the DoS attack begins,
performance declines immediately, both with and without
Crispy. However, as soon as the Crispy-protected RAVEN N -
variant system adds the signature to its blacklist and restores
the variants to their checkpointed state, it resumes serving
requests (blue line in figure). The recovery process with
Crispy lasts 73 seconds. Although recovery from divergence
without Crispy is significantly faster (only a few seconds),
we note that during a DoS attack an N -variant system will
diverge almost immediately after each recovery. Thus, the
standard RAVEN N -variant system’s performance remains
poor until the DoS attack ends (red line in figure). This result
motivated our decision to defer more sophisticated signature
representations until testing demonstrates that the additional
overhead is justified.

Our testing found that Crispy’s runtime overhead was af-
fected to some extent by the size of the blacklist. Figure 4
shows the response time, latency, and throughput of Apache
variants running in RAVEN with and without Crispy enabled.
We tested Crispy with 10 signatures in the blacklist and with
100 signatures. The 10-signature blacklist increased response
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Fig. 3: Performance of the RAVEN N -variant system running
Apache with and without Crispy enabled during a DoS attack.
The Red Team’s codepointer disclosure 1 attack was launched
200 times in succession. After Crispy added the attack sig-
nature to the blacklist during recovery, RAVEN resisted the
DoS attack. Without Crispy, performance remained low until
the DoS attack ended.

time by about 7 milliseconds, and the 100-signature blacklist
by about 13 milliseconds. We have not optimized the signature
lookup algorithm, and a more efficient data structure would
reduce this overhead. Implementation choices such as this or
selecting the blacklist’s size involve trade-offs, and the right
choice will depend on the nature of the application to be
protected and the threat model. A Crispy-enabled N -variant
system with a smaller blacklist will respond more quickly to
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benign inputs, but if the server experiences diverse attacks, it
will also experience more service interruptions. Mean through-
put with Crispy, regardless of blacklist size, was within one
standard deviation of the standard RAVEN N -variant system’s.
Although the time required to serve individual requests slightly
increased, Crispy did not significantly affect the number of
requests the server could handle.

Adaptive defenses in the biological world require consider-
able overhead, motivating research into how and why their
benefits justify their costs. Adaptive or inducible defenses,
like human T cells, activate only in response to pathogens
but organisms must devote resources to maintaining them. In
contrast, constitutive defenses (such as human skin) provide
cheap, constant protection regardless of whether a threat is
present. Experiments and mathematical modeling have shown
an optimal immune strategy consists of low-cost constitutive
defenses for everyday pathogens and more expensive adaptive
defenses for rarer and more virulent infections [30], [31]. In
software systems, passwords, user groups, and file permissions
serve as constitutive defenses, continuously deterring incur-
sions [32]. Adaptive defenses—like CRISPR/Cas in bacteria
or Crispy in self-managing software systems—bolster lower-
overhead defenses to combat particularly dangerous or persis-
tent threats [33].

V. RELATED WORK

Crispy incorporates concepts from several existing research
areas beyond the N -variant systems work discussed earlier.
We briefly review the most related work on automated sig-
nature generators and Moving Target Defenses (MTD). MTD
techniques change a system or program’s properties over time
or space with the goal of increasing an attacker’s workload

[34], [35]. MTDs have been applied at different levels of
granularity, from individual binaries to systems comprising
multiple machines, each of which we review briefly.

A. Automated Signature Generation

At a high level, Crispy’s design is closest to Liang and
Sekar’s seminal work on fast generation of attack signatures
[36], although most of the details are different. Both Crispy
and their system (known as COVERS) filter inputs using
library interposition, dropping any inputs that match known
attack signatures. Other inputs are forwarded to the application
and logged in memory. If an intrusion is detected, both create
a new signature based on the input that caused the attack.

COVERS relies on Address Space Layout Randomization
(ASLR) for intrusion detection [36]–[38]. After a memory ex-
ception, COVERS’s memory analyzer correlates the contents
of the affected buffer with recent inputs. It then forwards the
relevant inputs to the signature generator, assuming “that an
exact copy of some part of the attack input would be found
around the affected pointer” [36]. This byte-by-byte matching
needs to be efficient, but if the input has been transformed in
some way complexities arise. By contrast, Crispy considers
only the most recent input, avoiding this correlation step.
Crispy also benefits from its use of an N -variant system. Infor-
mation leak attacks, such as Heartbleed, evade ASLR, but are
immediately detected by N -variant systems due to differences
in the variants’ system calls [14]. More than half of the attacks
against which we tested Crispy involved information leaks and
would likely not be detected by COVERS using ASLR.

Kaur and Singh provide a good survey of other approaches
to signature generation [39]. To summarize, some signature
generators create signatures tailored to the underlying vul-
nerability rather than the input that exploits it. For example,
Sweeper replays attacks using instrumentation that enables
detailed analysis [40]. Sweeper then generates an “antibody,”
which includes the malicious input and a set of instruction
addresses to monitor. If analysis identifies an instruction that
can cause a buffer overflow, Sweeper inserts a check to ensure
the input is within bounds. Sweeper can distribute antibodies
among different hosts, effectively vaccinating the population.
Sweeper incorporates ideas previously presented in [41]–
[44]. Vigilante and Bouncer involve the same general steps
as Sweeper: attack replay, signature generation, and binary
rewriting [45], [46]. By contrast, Crispy was designed to
be simpler and more efficient because it targets DoS in N -
variant systems. This context provides immediate and local
information at the system call level, but it also imposes
performance constraints.

B. Binary rewriting

Some low-level MTDs have been widely adopted. Stack-
Guard, for example, detects buffer overflows with a randomly
generated canary value [47]. All major operating systems
incorporate ASLR, which randomizes a program’s layout in
memory each time it executes [37], [48]. However, ASLR



implementations often offer limited randomization; they com-
monly randomize the base addresses of memory segments but
not relative addresses within the segments. Thus attackers can
easily defeat ASLR via information leaks [34]. While ASLR
obfuscates a program’s layout, instruction set randomization
(ISR) obfuscates the program itself. A random key scrambles
the program’s bytes each time it executes, and a binary-to-
binary translator decodes the program during execution [49],
[50]. The overhead associated with ISR has prevented its
widespread adoption, but hardware support may make these
methods more efficient and practical [35].

Newer MTD techniques aim to change the binary while it
executes so that the attack surface constantly changes. The
DoubleHelix toolchain incorporates some of these techniques
via Zipr, a tool for binary analysis, rewriting, and transfor-
mation [51]. For example, Zipr can create variants in which
the address space layout rerandomizes during execution [52].
Other methods for introducing diversity via binary rewriting
include STIR [53] and CCFIR [54].

C. Source code rewriting

Diversifying binaries directly changes properties of a pro-
gram that attackers use to their advantage, such as positioning
of objects within a memory segment. However, MTD and N -
variant systems can operate at higher levels of abstraction.
Taguinod et al. propose automatically translating the source
code of web applications from one language to another (e.g.,
from Python to PHP) [55]. Injected code intended for the
original application would be incompatible with the trans-
lated version and would defeat zero-day vulnerabilities in the
program’s original language. A more aggressive approach is
proposed in [56], where semantically distinct versions of a
program are created by varying aspects of the program not
constrained by the specification.

Other methods for automatically rewriting software target
bug repair, e.g., [57]–[59]. Of these, Code Phage [59] draws
on concepts from microbiology, just as Crispy does, although
the algorithms differ significantly. Code Phage creates patches
by transferring code between applications, which the authors
argue resembles the process by which bacteria share genetic
material.

D. Other moving target approaches

Diversification of a program’s environment can increase
its security, even if the program itself remains unchanged.
Symbiote Embedded Machines (SEM) inject code for intrusion
detection into a host program [60]. The SEM code executes
with and tracks the state of the host program (just as the
monitor does in an N -variant system). Tampering with the
SEM causes the host program to crash, and the injected code is
randomly distributed throughout the host program so attackers
cannot easily locate it. Platform diversity techniques transfer
execution between different program instances running on
different platforms [61]. For example, Blink reconfigures a
user’s web browsing platform—changing the operating sys-
tem, browser, fonts, and plugins—in order to mitigate browser

fingerprint tracking [62]. An evaluation of platform diversity
defenses highlighted the significance of the threat model [63].
If the time spent running on a given platform exceeds the time
required for an attacker to achieve her goal, platform diversity
may not enhance security. Some MTDs permute network
properties, such as nodes’ IP addresses [64], in order to deflect
attackers. Finally, Rainbow changes a system’s defenses (such
as enabling and disabling Captcha) depending on whether
observations of the system’s behavior suggest malicious users
are present [65].

VI. DISCUSSION

Incorporating lightweight automated signature generation
in an N -variant system addresses a significant systematic
vulnerability in their design, namely susceptibility to DoS
attacks. By leveraging divergence as a signal to generate new
signatures immediately and locally after a diverging system
call, Crispy provides efficient and effective signatures in the
context of an executing system. By working in tandem with
an N -variant system, Crispy avoids the complications of some
prior signature generation methods. For example, Crispy can
assume that the N -variant system detects divergence at the first
system call involving malicious input, while other signature
generators often rely on taint analysis or similar tools to
analyze and replay attacks.

Although simple conceptually, Crispy’s implementation re-
lies on two key features of the RAVEN and DoubleHelix
architecture: (1) Diversified variants that run in parallel and
are checked for consistency at each system call; (2) Access
to recent inputs after divergence, either from shared memory
(if the system is restarted) or from checkpointed state (if the
system recovers and continues processing). With these features
in place, a Crispy implementation could be deployed on any
N -variant system.

Crispy might also be adapted for cyber physical systems
(CPS) with a similar architecture. For example, Demirbas and
Song describe a wireless sensor network in which monitoring
nodes record information about other nodes in the system, then
send that information to a detector node [66]. The detector
node finds intruders by comparing the information received
from different nodes, just as an N -variant system’s monitor
checks the variants’ system calls for consistency. The detector
node or the central server for such a system could formulate
a signature for the intrusion and broadcast it to the individual
nodes. Each node could then filter its inputs accordingly. In
addition, CPS components could receive signatures for newly
discovered vulnerabilities in their firmware (e.g., [67]).

Some types of input pose special challenges for Crispy.
Encrypted data, e.g., processing https connections that use
ssl encryption, prevent direct signature generation from the
raw input because the bytes are not decrypted when Crispy
encounters them. Although not included in the current imple-
mentation, Crispy could mitigate this issue by hooking library
calls to common libraries, such as libssl, to handle such
situations. Similar challenges arise when an application uses
shared memory to read input, which can be addressed through



manual or automatic internal hooking. Finally, in threaded
applications, the thread that reads the input can pass the data
to other threads. In these situations, the most recent input
to the program may not be the input that actually causes a
security violation. Instead, Crispy needs access to the most
recent input to the individual thread, for example using a per-
thread input buffer with internal hooks at the program point(s)
where data are transferred to another thread. This would be a
natural extension to Crispy, although it was not required for
our evaluation, where the applications were configured to run
in a single thread.

Red Team testing demonstrated that Crispy effectively de-
ters most DoS attacks with minimal performance penalty.
Each of the Red Team tests used for evaluation replicates
a single attack repeatedly. An observant attacker could learn
from her failed attempts and adapt attacks accordingly, pro-
viding motivation for implementing generalization and multi-
part signatures. As mentioned earlier, however, generalizing
signatures introduces a new risk that legitimate non-diverging
inputs might be blocked, which is why Crispy adopts a
conservative strategy.

Developing multi-part attack signatures is another avenue
for future extensions, which would follow strategies used by
biology. In Crispy, the multiple parts would contain informa-
tion about the essential characteristics of an attack, impeding
the attacker from avoiding Crispy’s defenses through trivial
changes, but would also have to be implemented carefully
to avoid denial of legitimate requests. CRISPR/Cas avoids
false positives by using two-part signatures: the spacer (the
saved signature) plus an adjacent sequence, the Proto-Spacer
Adjacent Motif (PAM). Because spacers are spliced into the
host cell’s genome, Cas proteins could easily target the host
even when a virus is not present. To prevent this form of false
positive, interference is not triggered unless the Cas protein
finds both the spacer and the PAM; Mohanraju et al. call this
double check a “quality control step” [27]. Two-part signatures
in CRISPR/Cas systems are hypothesized to prevent viruses
from using random mutation to evade the stored signatures,
and also to improve the chances that such mutations are
deleterious to the virus’ fitness [68].

We looked to biology for solutions to N -variant systems’
DoS vulnerability because at least part of the inspiration for di-
versity defenses and N -variant systems came from biology [7].
As an example of how closely our engineered design parallels
the biological design, consider how the signatures are stored.
Crispy stores the blacklist in a circular buffer, which mirrors
the organization of CRISPR arrays. Cas proteins are believed
to obey a first-in, first-out rule when adding spacers; evolu-
tion favors retaining information about recently encountered
viruses which may still be present in the environment [6].
Identical logic applies to countering a DoS attack and was
adopted for Crispy.

The biological CRISPR/Cas system must contend with false
positives, similar to those faced by N -variant systems. Bacteria
easily acquire new DNA through Horizontal Gene Transfer
(HGT), integrating new genes from multiple sources, even

across species [69]. HGT can help bacteria, for example, to
acquire antibiotic resistance, but CRISPR/Cas can also block
these new beneficial genes. Successful antibiotic resistance has
been correlated with a defective CRISPR/Cas system [70]; the
disabled CRISPR/Cas effectively overrides the false positives
in these strains. Thus, bacteria apparently face trade-offs
between false positives and false negatives, similar to Crispy.
CRISPR/Cas can prevent beneficial HGT, but a weakened
CRISPR/Cas defense leaves the cell vulnerable to viruses [71].

Genomic data suggests that the trade-off between
CRISPR/Cas and HGT is more complex than outlined above;
a bacterial population’s adaptive immunity may itself adapt to
the environment. For example, HGT seems to continue despite
CRISPR/Cas because the genes for CRISPR/Cas systems
can themselves be passed through HGT [72]. Therefore they
persist in the bacterial genetic library, becoming more or less
prevalent in a population based on selective pressures (such as
antibiotic exposure). This resembles some intrusion detection
systems (such as Rainbow [65]), which tune themselves dy-
namically as the threat model changes. N -variant or multiagent
systems could benefit from a similar strategy, where each
individual either is or is not endowed with a given defense
(such as Crispy) and the overall composition of defenses
changes in response to environmental feedback.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Crispy addresses self-managing N -variant systems’ vul-
nerability to DoS attacks by leveraging divergence signals
to provide efficient and effective fully automated signature
generation. Crispy uses information from past divergences
to filter malicious inputs and thereby stop a DoS attack,
similar to how bacteria prevent re-infection by viral DNA.
Tested on the RAVEN N -variant system, Crispy prevented
repeated divergences for 87.5% of attacks designed by a Red
Team. By providing a defense against DoS, Crispy addresses
a systematic weakness of N -variant systems, and the parallels
between Crispy and its biological counterpart reinforce the
relevance of biological defenses to cybersecurity engineering.

More generally, there are broad parallels between bacteria
and self-managing systems, as illustrated by the tension be-
tween HGT and CRISPR/Cas. Over billions of years, bacteria
have evolved mechanisms for distinguishing between helpful
and harmful DNA. Self-managing systems face a similar
challenge when identifying inputs (whether data or code)
as malicious or benign. Crispy shows how concepts from
bacterial immune systems can help defend self-managing
systems and the analogy suggests several interesting avenues
for future work. Biologists have much left to learn about
bacterial immune systems [73], [74], and bacterial immune
systems may have much more to teach us about cybersecurity.
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